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Lecture 21 Highlights

I Ziv-Lempel text compression.

I Basic idea: Exploiting text repetitions.

I Features: Lossless compression; basis of zip, winzip, Tar, and
numerous other commercial compression packages.
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Lecture 22, Plan

I Ziv-Lempel text compression (conclusion)

I

I Basics of Digital Image representation.

I Generating synthetic images.

I Basics of Digital Image Processing.

I Noise, and local noise reductions.
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High Level LZ Compression - Reminder

To encode the string T[0]T[1]...T[n-1], using a sliding window
with W characters:

I Loop over position in T, starting with the index p=0
I While the text was not exhausted

I Find largest match for T[p::] starting at T[p-m::] for some
0 < m ≤W .

I Suppose this match is of length k, T[p-m:p-m+k],
I If k ≥ 2 Output m, k
I Otherwise Output T[p]
I Update the text location: p = p+k.

Notice that the overlapping segment T[p-m:p-m+k] may go beyond
T[p] (into the “future”).

Remark: Recording repetitions of length 1 is wasteful in terms of bits
used vs. bits saved. Thus the restriction 2 ≤ k.
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Maximum Match: Python Code

def maxmatch(T,p,w=2**12 -1 , max_length =2**5 -1):

""" finds a maximum match of length k<=2**5 -1 in a

w long window , T[p:p+k] with T[p-m:p-m+k].

Returns m (offset) and k (match length) """

assert isinstance(T,str)

n=len(T)

maxmatch =0

offset =0

for m in range(1,min(p+1,w)):

k = 0

while k<min(max_length ,n-p)and T[p-m+k] == T[p+k]:

# at this point , T[p-m:p-m+k]==T[p:p+k]

k = k+1

if maxmatch <k:

maxmatch=k

offset=m

return offset ,maxmatch

# returned offset is smallest one (closest to p) among

# all max matches (m starts at 1)
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Our Version of LZ77 Compression

Instead of producing a string composed of bits right away, we
decompose this task to two: An intermediate output (in an
intermediate format), and then a final output. The intermediate
format will be easier to understand (and to debug, if needed).

At the first stage, we produce a list, which either encodes single
characters (in case of a repeat of length smaller than 2), or a pair
[m, k], where m is an offset, and k is a match length. The default
bounds on these numbers are 0 < m < 212 (12 bits to describe) and
1 < k < 25 (5 bits to describe).

The algorithm scans the input text, character by character. At each
position, p, it invokes maxmatch(text,p). If the returned match
value, k, is 0 or 1, the current character, text[p], is appended to
the list. Otherwise, the pair [m,k] is appended.
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Intermediate Format LZ77 Compression: Python Code

def lz77_compress(text ,w=2**12-1, max_length =2**5 -1):

""" LZ77 compression of an ascii text. Produces

a list comprising of either ascii character

or by a pair [m,k] where m is an offset and

k is a match (both are non negative integers)"""

result = []

n=len(text)

p=0

while p<n:

m,k=maxmatch(text ,p,w,max_length)

if k<2:

result.append(text[p]) # char , as opposed to a pair

p+=1

else:

result.append ([m,k]) # two or more chars in match

p+=k

return(result) # produces a list composed of chars and pairs
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Intermediate Format LZ77 DeCompression: Python Code
Of course, compression with no decompression is of little use.

def lz77_decompress(compressed ,w=2**12 -1 , max_length =2**5 -1):

""" LZ77 decompression from intermediate format to ascii text """

result = []

n=len(compressed)

p=0

while p<n:

if type(compressed[p])== str: # char , as opposed to a pair

result.append(compressed[p])

p+=1

else:

m,k=compressed[p]

p+=1

for i in range(0,k):

# append k times to result;

result.append(result[-m])

# fixed offset m "to the left", as result itself grows

return lst_to_string(result)

def lst_to_string(lst):

""" converting a list of chars to a string """

return "".join (ch for ch in lst)
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Performance Time for Compression

The major consumer of time here is the
maxmatch(text,p,w,max length) procedure. It is invoked for every
location p that was not skipped over. For locations far enough from
the boundary, and for the default parameters, this is 212 · 25 = 217

operations per invocation.

Let us assume that one half of the text is skipped over (a realistic
assumption in human generated text) . If n denotes the text length,
compression will require 217n/2 = 216n operations. For n = 220, this
estimate gives 216 · 220 = 236 ≈ 1011 operations.
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Performance Time for Compression

>>> cholera=open("Vibrio_cholerae_B33.txt").read()

# good old proteome of cholera

>>> len(cholera)

3040279

>>> elapsed("lz77_compress(cholera [:2**16])")

97.504324 # over 1.5 minutes

>>> len(cholera )/2**16

46.39097595214844

>>> 46.39097595214844*97.504324

4523.320749914489

>>> 4523.320749914489/60

75.38867916524148

So compressing the complete proteome of Cholera would take approx.
an hour and a quarter on the iMAC (50 minutes on the Lenovo X1).
This obviously is unacceptable in real life contexts.

We’ll briefly discuss approaches to speed up the compression phase
later in class. We will not implement them, though.
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Performance: Time for Decompression

Unlike compression, decompression involves just fetching elements
from either the input list or from the forming text. The run time will
be O(`), where ` is not the input length but the output length.

>>> import timeit

>>> cholera=open("Vibrio_cholerae_B33.txt").read()

# good old proteome of cholera

>>> inter=lz77_compress(cholera [:2**16])

>>> inter [110:120]

[’N’, ’N’, ’G’, ’S’, ’G’, ’V’, ’L’, [8, 2], ’A’, ’D’]

>>> elapsed("lz77_decompress(inter)")

0.04022099999997408

So indeed, decompression is vastly faster than compression.

In practical terms, this asymmetry means a distributer of media or
software, presumably with strong computing resources, can do the
compression off-line. The “end user”, with presumably weaker
computational resources, can efficiently perform decompression.
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Performance: Measuring Compression Ratio
To distinguish between a single character and an [m,k] entry, a ’0’
will be placed before a single ascii character, while a ’1’ will be placed
before an [m,k] entry.

Using the default parameters, m is 12 bits long, while k is 5 bits long.
So a “single ascii character” entry is 8 bits long, while an [m,k]

entry is 1+12+5=18 bits long. If the number of ascii entries in the
intermediate output is `1, and the number of entries of the second
type is `2, then the final output will be of length 8`1 + 18`2.
>> len(cholera [:2**16])*7

458752

>>> l1=sum(1 for x in inter if type(x)==str)

>>> l2=sum(1 for x in inter if type(x)!=str)

>>> l1

1709

>>> l2

21379

>>> 8*l1+18*l2; (8*l1+18*l2 )/458752

398494

0.8686479840959821 # 86% of original. Not so impressive!

# Cholera proteome is not human generated and has few repetitions.
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Cholera Compression Ratio: Ziv-Lempel vs. Huffman

We saw that the Ziv-Lempel algorithm compresses the Cholera
proteome to only 86.8% of its original size. The Cholera proteome is
(to the best of our knowledge) not man made. So some properties
common in human generated text, like repetitions, are not very
frequent. Thus the Ziv-Lempel compression ratio is not very
impressive here.

On the other hand, most of the text is over the amino acid alphabet,
which has just 20 characters. So the vast majority of the characters
in the text can thus be encoded using under 5 bits on average. This
indicates that maybe Huffman could do better.
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Cholera Compression by Huffman: Code

def process_cholera ():

cholera=open("Vibrio_cholerae_B33.txt").read()

print("cholera length in bits", len(cholera )*7)

cholera_count=char_count(cholera)

cholera_list=build_huffman_list(cholera_count)

cholera_encode_dict=generate_code(cholera_list)

cholera_decode_dict=build_decoding_dict(cholera_encode_dict)

cholera_compressed=compress(cholera ,cholera_encode_dict)

print("compressed choleratext length in bits",

len(cholera_encoded_text ))

print("compression ratio",

len(cholera_compressed )/(len(cholera )*7))

cholera_decoded_text=decode_text(cholera_encoded_text ,

cholera_decode_dict)

return cholera , cholera_decoded_text ,\

cholera_encode_dict ,cholera_decode_dict
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Cholera Compression by Huffman: Execusion
>>> choleratext , cholera_decoded_text ,\

cholera_encode_dict ,cholera_decode_dict=process_cholera ()

cholera length in bits 21281953

compressed choleratext length in bits 15650235

compression ratio 0.7353758839707991

>>> choleratext == cholera_decoded_text

True # sanity check

>>> count=char_count(cholera)

>>> scount=sorted(count.items(),key=lambda x:x[1])

>>> scount [-10:] # 10 most popular chars

[(’D’, 119431) , (’Q’, 121244) , (’T’, 122391) , (’I’, 141045) ,

(’E’, 147650) , (’S’, 148305) , (’G’, 156634) , (’V’, 172055) ,

(’A’, 217096) , (’L’, 252522)]

>>> cdict=cholera_encode_dict

>>> sdict=sorted(cdict.items(),key=lambda x:len(x[1]))

>>> sdict [:10] # 10 shortest encoding

[(’L’, ’1111’), (’V’, ’0110’), (’A’, ’1010’), (’E’, ’0010’),

(’G’, ’0101’), (’I’, ’0001’), (’S’, ’0011’), (’D’, ’11010’),

(’F’, ’10001 ’), (’N’, ’01111 ’)]
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Intermediate Format LZ77 Compression: A Small
Improvement

To encode a repetition using the default parameters, it takes one bit
to indicate this is a pair, 12 bits for m, and 5 bits for k. Altogether,
such an encoding is 1+12+5=18 bits long. A “single ascii character”
entry is 8 bits long, so two single characters take 16 bits.

We conclude that encoding a two character repeat takes 18 bits,
which is always longer than encoding the two separately.
Furthermore, once in a while the second character will be the
beginning of a different, longer repeat.

Note that the decompression function does not have to be changed –
it works just fine for both the “older” and the “improved” versions of
compression.
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Intermediate Format LZ77 Compression Improvement:
Code

def lz77_compress2(text ,w=2**12-1, max_length =2**5 -1):

""" LZ77 compression of an ascii text. Produces

a list comprising of either ascii character

or by a pair [m,k] where m is an offset and

k is a match (both are non negative integers)"""

result = []

n=len(text)

p=0

while p<n:

m,k=maxmatch(text ,p,w,max_length)

if k<3: # modified from k<2 before

result.append(text[p]) # a single char

p+=1

else:

result.append ([m,k]) # three or more chars in match

p+=k

return(result) # produces a list composed of chars and pairs
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Testing the Improvement

>>> cholera=open("Vibrio_cholerae_B33.txt").read()

>>> inter=lz77_compress(cholera [:2**16])

>>> l1=sum(1 for x in inter if type(x)==str)

>>> l2=sum(1 for x in inter if type(x)!=str)

>>> 8*l1+18*l2

398494

>>> inter2=lz77_compress2(cholera [:2**16])

>>> l1=sum(1 for x in inter2 if type(x)== str)

>>> l2=sum(1 for x in inter2 if type(x)!= str)

>>> 8*l1+18*l2

359682

>>> 359682/398494

0.9026033014298835 # approx. 10% better!

>>> 2**16*7

458752

>>> 359682/458752

0.7840445382254464

# compression ratio of improved (w.r.t. original text)
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From Intermediate Format to Compressed Binary String
We will now complete the process from/to the intermediate format
to/from a binary string
def inter_to_bin(lst ,w=2**12 -1 , max_length =2**5 -1):

""" converts intermediate format compressed list

to a string of bits """

offset_width=math.ceil(math.log(w,2))

match_width=math.ceil(math.log(max_length ,2))

result =[]

for elem in lst:

if type(elem )==str:

result.append("0")

result.append(’{:07b}’.format(ord(elem )))

elif type(elem )== list:

result.append("1")

m,k=elem

result.append(’{num :0{ width}b}’.format

(num=m, width=offset_width ))

result.append(’{num :0{ width}b}’.

format(num=k, width=match_width ))

return "".join(ch for ch in result)

Don’t forget to import math for the logarithm.
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From Compressed Binary String to Intermediate Format
def bin_to_inter(compressed ,w=2**12-1, max_length =2**5 -1):

""" converts a compressed string of bits

to intermediate compressed format """

offset_width=math.ceil(math.log(w,2))

match_width=math.ceil(math.log(max_length ,2))

result =[]

n=len(compressed)

p=0

while p<n:

if compressed[p]=="0": # single ascii char

p+=1

char=chr(int(compressed[p:p+7] ,2))

result.append(char)

p+=7

elif compressed[p]=="1": # repeat of length > 2

p+=1

m=int(compressed[p:p+offset_width ],2)

p+= offset_width

k=int(compressed[p:p+match_width ],2)

p+= match_width

result.append ([m,k])

return result

Don’t forget to import math for the logarithm.
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There and Back Again: The Compress/Decompress Cycle
Don’t forget to import math for the logarithm.

>>> text="""how much wood would the wood chuck chuck if the wood

chuck would chuck wood should could hood """

>>> inter=lz77_compress2(text)

>>> comp=inter_to_bin(inter)

>>> comp

’011010000110111101110111001000000110110101110101011000110110100

0001000000111011101101111011011110110010010000000001010001101110

1010110110001100100001000000111010001101000011001011000000001111

0011001100011011010000111010101100011011010111000000000110001110

1101001011001101000000011000100001000000101101001101000000001100

0100010000000101110001101110011011010001000000010010001101000000

0001100010101101000100000001001000011 ’

>>> inter2=bin_to_inter(comp)

>>> inter== inter2

True

>>> lz77_decompress(inter2)

’how much wood would the wood chuck chuck if the wood chuck would chuck wood should could hood’

Does it convince you the code is fine? As a toy example, it is not
bad. But I would strongly recommend more extensive testing with
substantially longer text, going through a larger number of cases.
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There and Back Again: The NY Times Test

def process_nytimes ():

btext = urllib.request.urlopen(’http ://www.nytimes.com/’).read()

nytext =str_to_ascii ( btext.decode (’utf -8’))

ny_inter=lz77_compress2(nytext)

ny_bin=inter_to_bin(ny_inter)

ny_inter2=bin_to_inter(ny_bin)

nytext2=lz77_decompress(ny_inter2)

print("NYT done")

return nytext ,ny_inter ,ny_bin ,ny_inter2 ,nytext2

>>> nytext ,ny_inter ,ny_bin ,ny_inter2 ,nytext2=process_nytimes ()

>>> nytext2 == nytext

True

Now I am ready to believe the code is OK (of course this is by no
means a proof of correctness).

>>> (len(nytext )*7,len(ny_bin),len(ny_bin )/(len(nytext )*7))

(1152851 , 395030 , 0.3426548617297465) # 34% of original

>>> elapsed("lz77_compress2(nytext)")

149.34135383887107
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There and Back Again: Some NY Times Text

>>> nytex ,ny_inter ,nybin ,nyinter2 ,nytext2=process_nytimes ()

>>> nytext2 == nytext

True

>>> nyt=open("nyt.txt","w+")

>>> print(nytex ,file=nyt)

>>> print(nytext [:500])

<!DOCTYPE html >

<!--[if IE]><![endif]-->

<html lang="en">

<head >

<title >The New York Times - Breaking News , World News &amp; Multimedia </title >

<meta name="robots" content="noarchive ,noodp ,noydir">

<meta name="description" content="Find breaking news , multimedia , reviews &amp; opinion on Washington , business , sports , movies , travel , books , jobs , education , real estate , cars &amp; more.">

<meta name="keywords" content="Drones (Pilotless Planes),Central Intelligence Agency ,United States Defense a

Lots of html code, evidently. We printed to a file so we can look at it.

Incidentally, this is the 24 May 2013 NY Times issue.
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Improvements to LZ77: gzip

The gzip variant of LZ77 was created and distributed (in 1993) by
the Gnu‡ Free Software Foundation. It contains a number of
improvements that make compression more efficient time wise, and
also achieves a higher compression ratio.

As we saw, finding the offset, match pairs [m,k] is the main
computational bottleneck in the algorithm. To speed it up, gzip
hashes triplets of consecutive characters. When we encounter a new
location, p, we look up the entry in the hash table with the three
character key T[p]T[p+1]T[p+2]. The value of this key is a set of
earlier indices with the same key. We use only these (typically very
few) indices to try and extend the match.

‡The name “GNU” is a recursive acronym for “GNU’s Not Unix!”; it is
pronounced g-noo, as one syllable with no vowel sound between the g and the n.
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Improvements to LZ77: gzip (cont.)

To prevent the hash tables from growing too much, the text is
chopped to blocks, typically of 64,000 characters. Each block is
treated separately, and we initialize the hash table for each.

Hashing improves the running time substantially. To improve
compression, gzip further employs Huffman code§. This is used both
for the characters and for the offsets (typically close offsets are more
frequent than far away ones) and the match lengths.

For every block, the decoding algorithm computes the corresponding
Huffman code for all three components (characters, offsets,
matches). This code is not known at the receiving end, so the small
table descring it is sent as part of the compressed text.

§such combination is sometime termed the Deflate compression algorithm.
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Compression: Concluding Remarks

There are additional variants of text compression/decompression
algorithms, many of which use combinations of Ziv-Lempel and
Huffman encoding. In many cases, it is possible to attain higher
compression by employing larger blocks or longer windows.

Our compression algorithm as described so far is greedy: Any repeat
of length 3 or more is reported and employed right away. Sometimes
this is not optimal: We could have an [m1, k1] repeat in position p,
and an [m2, k2] repeat in position p+1 or p+2, with k1 � k2. Thus a
non-greedy algorithm may result in improved compression.

All such improvements would cost more time but produce better
compression, In some applications, such tradeoff is well justified.

Compression of gray scale and color images, as well as of documents
with a mixture of images and text, uses different approaches. These
are based on signal processing techniques and are out of scope for
our course.
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Lempel-Ziv Diagram
A diagram summarizing our version of Ziv–Lempel compress and
decompress process.

Text 

Intermediate 
representation 

repetition are encoded by 
[offset, length] 

lz77_compress2 

Flow diagram of LZ compression process 

Binary compressed text 
0 precedes single chars 

1 precedes [m,k] 

inter_to_bin bin_to_inter 

lz77_decompress2 

Source: Our incredible teaching assistants. 27 / 81



And Now to Something Completely Different:
Digital Images Representation

http://www.lovemarks.com/index.php?pageID=20015&lovemarkid=1077 .
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Digital Images Representation

Any guesses as to what this image is (or is part of)?

[100 112 88 ..., 134 145 166]

[ 80 132 134 ..., 130 184 158]

[ 44 51 56 ..., 132 122 9]

...,

[ 14 17 15 ..., 206 204 184]

[ 21 11 12 ..., 203 176 185]

[ 24 13 16 ..., 200 180 182]
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Brief “Historical” Context

At the early days of personal computers, say in the early 1980s,
processors were relatively slow and quite expensive. Memory was
even more expensive in relative terms.

Early e-mail (1970s to early 1980s) messages were plain ascii texts.

The situation is reflected by the following saying, often attributed
(apparently incorrectly) to Bill Gates, in 1981:
“640KB ought to be enough for anybody”.

This was supposedly said when talking about IBM PC’s 640KB RAM,
which was a significant breakthrough over the previous 8-bit systems
that were typically limited to 64KB RAM.
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A Brief Context, 30 Years Later

With the proliferation of strong, inexpensive processors, larger and
faster RAMs, and especially of large, non-volatile memory chips (e.g.
flash memory, commercialized from mid 1990s) it became possible to
efficiently store, process, and transmit large digital images.

Facebook stores about 350 million photos DAILY (reported
September 2013). 1.1 billion photos where uploaded on 2013 New
Years Eve.

The total number of photos shared on Instagram is 16 billion. On
average, 55 million photos are posted daily (reported December
2013). (Instagram was launched on October 2010 !!).

On Flickr the average upload of images per MONTH in 2012 was
about 43 million.
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Basic Model of a Digital Image

A digital image is typically encoded as a k-by-` rectangle, or matrix,
M , of either grey–level or color values.

For videos (movies), there is a third dimension, “time”. For each
point t sampled in time, the frame at time t is nothing but a
“regular” image.
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Basic Model of a Digital Image, cont.

Each element M [x, y] of the image is called a pixel, shorthand for
picture element. For grey level images, M [x, y] is a non negative real
number, representing the light intensity at the pixel. For standard
(RGB) color images, M [x, y] is a triplet of values, representing the
red, green, and blue components of the light intensity at the pixel.

(images from Wikipedia)
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Grey Level Images

For the sake of simplicity, the remainder of this presentation will deal
with grey scale images only. However, what we will do is applicable
to color images as well.

Real numbers expressing grey levels have to be discretized in order to
enable their representation on bounded precision digital devices.

A good quality photograph (that is, good by human visual inspection)
has 256 grey-level values (8 bits) per pixel.,The value 0 represents
black, while 255 represents white (not very intuitive, I agree :-).

For each pixel, the closer its value is to 0, the blacker it is. So 128 is
a perfect grey.

We remark that in some applications, such as medical imaging, 4096
grey levels (12 bit) are used.
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Loading and Displaying Images
Our matrix.py package has (rather simple) methods for loading a
digital image (making it into an instance of the Matrix class and
displaying them.

>>> m=Matrix.load("abbey_road.bitmap")

>>> m.display ()

This opens a new, graphical window.
To run additional code in the shell, this window has to be closed first.
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Loading and Displaying Images, cont.

In the display method, we can zoom in (but zoom factor has to be an
integer)

>>> m=Matrix.load("abbey_road.bitmap")

>>> m.display(zoom =3)

>>> m.display(zoom =2)

>>> m.display(zoom =1.5)

>>> Exception in thread Thread -1:

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "C:\ Python32\lib\threading.py", line 740, in _bootstrap_inner

self.run()

File "D:\ INTRO to CS\New course Lecture presentations\Lec 21-22 - Haim\matrix.py", line 200, in run

func(root)

File "D:\ INTRO to CS\New course Lecture presentations\Lec 21-22 - Haim\matrix.py", line 154, in tk_worker

pi = pi.zoom(zoom)

File "C:\ Python32\lib\tkinter\__init__.py", line 3249, in zoom

self.tk.call(destImage , ’copy’, self.name , ’-zoom’,x,y)

_tkinter.TclError: expected integer but got "1.5"
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Grey Level Images - Another Example

>>> Albert=Matrix.load("albert -einstein -1951. bitmap")

>>> Albert.display(zoom =2)

>>> Albert.display ()

>>> Tongue=Albert [260:300 ,130:160]

# a slice of the original

>>> Tongue.display(zoom =6)

>>> Tongue.dim()

(40, 30)
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The Tongue, in Numbers

>>> Tongue=Albert [260:300 ,130:160]

# a slice of the original

>>> Tongue.display(zoom =6)

>>> Tongue.dim()

(40, 30)

>>> for i in range (40):

print([ Tongue[i,j] for j in range (30)])
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Tinkering with a Real Image

def copy(mat):

’’’ brand new copy of matrix ’’’

n,m=mat.dim()

new=Matrix(n,m)

for i in range (n):

for j in range (m):

new[i,j]=mat[i,j]

return new

def black_square(mat):

’’’ add a black square at upper left corner ’’’

n,m=mat.dim()

if n<100 or m<100:

return None

else:

new=copy(mat)

for i in range (100):

for j in range (100):

new[i,j]=0

return new

>>> m = Matrix.load("albert -einstein -1951. bitmap")

>>> LB=black_square(m)

>>> LB.display ()

(this operator is applicable to any grey level image whose dimensions
are at least 512-by-512.)
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Tinkering with a Real Image, cont.

def three_squares(mat):

’’’ add a black square at upper left corner , grey at

middle , and white at lower right corner ’’’

n,m=mat.dim()

if n<512 or m<512:

return None

else:

new=copy(mat)

for i in range (100):

for j in range (100):

new[i,j]=0 # black square

for i in range (200 ,300):

for j in range (200 ,300):

new[i,j ]=128 # grey square

for i in range (412 ,512):

for j in range (412 ,512):

new[i,j ]= 255 # white square

return new

>>> Lena=Matrix.load("lena_original.bitmap")

>>> TT=three_squares(Lena)

>>> TT.display ()
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Simple Synthetic Images: Lines and More

def horizontal ():

horizontal_lines=Matrix (512 ,512)

for i in range (512):

if i % 2 == 0:

for j in range (512):

horizontal_lines[i,j]=255

return horizontal_lines

>>> A=horizontal ()

>>> A.display ()

>>> A.display(zoom =2)
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Displaying Synthetic Images: Lines and More
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Simple Synthetic Images: Diagonal Lines
def diagonals(c=1):

surprise=Matrix (512 ,512)

for i in range (512):

for j in range (512):

surprise[i,j]= (c*(i+j)) % 256

return surprise

>>> A=diagonals ()

>>> A.display ()

>>> A=diagonals(c=3)

>>> A.display ()
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Simple Synthetic Images: Product and Circles
def product(c=1):

surprise=Matrix (512 ,512)

for i in range (512):

for j in range (512):

surprise[i,j]=(c*(i*j -512))% 256

return surprise

>>> A=product ()

>>> A.display ()

>>> A=product(c=2)

>>> A.display ()
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Simple Synthetic Images: Product and Circles

def circles(c=1):

surprise=Matrix (512 ,512)

for i in range (512):

for j in range (512):

surprise[i,j]=c*((i -256)**2+(j -256)**2) % 256

return surprise
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Simple Synthetic Images: Miscellaneous
import sys , random

import math , cmath # complex numbers

def synthetic(n,m,func):

""" produces a synthetic image "upon request" """

new=Matrix(n,m)

for i in range(n):

for j in range(m):

new[i,j]= func(i,j) % 256

return new

>>> A=synthetic (512,512 , lambda x,y: random.randint (0 ,255))

>>> A.display ()

>>> B=synthetic (512,512 , lambda x,y: \

math.sin (16*((x -256)**2 + (y -256)**2)))

>>> B.display ()

>>> C=synthetic (512,512 , lambda x,y: \

56* math.sin (32* cmath.phase(complex(x-256,y -256))))

>>> C.display ()

We urge you to try these (and other) functions by yourself.
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And Now to Something Somewhat Different:
Digital Image Processing

Image processing is any form of signal processing for which the input is an

image, such as a photograph or video frame; the output of image processing

may be either an image or a set of characteristics or parameters related to

the image. Most image-processing techniques involve treating the image as

a two-dimensional signal and applying standard signal-processing techniques

to it (text and figure taken from Wikipedia).
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Digital Image Processing: Plan

We will mention some central challenges and tasks in the area.

Then study noise reduction at somewhat more depth, focusing on
local methods.
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Edges and Edge Detection
Images of interest are usually not completely smooth. While most
areas are smooth, parts of images exhibit sharp changes in intensity
from one pixel to the next. These boundaries are termed edges, and
often capture much of the meaningful information in an image. Edges
typically occur at the boundary of distinct regions in the image.
The problem of edge detection is a central problem in image
processing, and many algorithms attempt to solve it.

An original image (of the world famous Lena) (center), and the results of two

different edge detection algorithms (Sobel, left and Laplacian, right). Images

taken from http://www.pages.drexel.edu/∼weg22/edge.html. 49 / 81
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Built in Filters in Python Image Library (PIL)

The PIL package has a number of built in filters. For example, it has
a contours finding filter, whose result is shown here.

(see http://www.riisen.dk/dop/pil.html)
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Digital Image Processing

Typical operations:

• Color correction.

• Image segmentation.

• Image registration (integrating different images to a unified
coordinate system).

• Denoising (noise reduction).

Typical applications:

• Machine vision.

• Medical image processing.

• Face detection and recognition.

• Automatic target recognition.

• Augmented reality.
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Capturing Images

Consider a specific pixel with coordinates x, y. Suppose I(x, y) is the
“true” value at pixel x, y. This is the value which would be observed
by averaging the photon count on a long period of time, assuming
the image source is constant over time.

The observed value, S(x, y), is the result of the light intensity
measurement, usually made by a CCD (charge coupled device,
transforming light to electrical voltage) matrix, together with an
optical light focusing system (lens or lenses). Each captor of the CCD
is roughly a square area, in which the number of incoming photons is
being counted for a fixed period corresponding to the obturation time.
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CCD and DSP

Digital signal processing (DSP) takes the raw data from the sensor
and assembles it in correct color space or bitmap structure. In doing
so, it handles white balance, brightness, sharpness ,contrast and noise
levels.

(image and text taken from http://www.axis.com/edu/axis/ )
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Gaussians
The probability density function Gσ(x) = e−(x/σ)

2/2/
√
2πσ2 is called

the Gaussian, or normal, distribution. It has mean 0 and standard
deviation σ. This is a continuous function, which is the limit of the
Binomial distribution, as the number of events tends to infinity. The
Gaussian has the well known bell curve shape.

Three Gaussians, with σ = 0.5, 1, 2 (σ = 0.5 is the narrowest).
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Blur
The two major effects hampering image accuracy are termed blur and
noise. Blur is an intrinsic phenomenon to digital image acquisition,
resulting from limits on sampling rates. Blur has the effect of
reducing the image’s high-frequency components. To really
understand it, a non negligible knowledge about signal processing is
required. It is completely outside the scope of this course (and,
unfortunately, of general CS studies as well).

An original image (left) and a blurred version thereof (right). Taken from

Wikipedia (which ran out of the “gidday mate” version).
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Noise and Denoising

The observed value at pixel x, y, S(x, y), equals the sum of the true
value I(x, y) plus noise N(x, y).

S(x, y) = I(x, y) +N(x, y) .

The goal of denoising algorithms is, given the observed image S(x, y)
(0 ≤ x < k, 0 ≤ y < `) to produce a new image, Î(x, y), which should
be close to the original image I(x, y) (0 ≤ x < k, 0 ≤ y < `).

Obviously such goal is not well defined, and thus cannot be solved, if
there are no constraints on the image and on the noise.
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Gaussian Noise Models

Image model: We assume the image is piecewise smooth: Most of
the image’s area consists of large, smooth regions where light
intensity varies continuously – if x1, y1 and x2, y2 are neighbors, then
I(x1, y1) and I(x2, y2) attain close enough values.

Gaussian noise model: The noise at pixel x, y, N(x, y), is a random
variable. It is usually assumed that N(x, y) is “white noise”,
distributed independently of the noise at other pixels.

The noise level depends monotonically on the signal level. Higher
intensity pixels produce higher measured noise.

Specifically, if a pixel intensity is σ2 photons, then the additive noise
is distributed according to Gσ(x), a Gaussian with standard deviation
σ.
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Gaussian Noise: Python Code
The function random.gauss(mu, sigma) returns a floating point
number, distributed according to a Gaussian distribution with
expected value µ and standard deviation σ. We will use µ = 0, and a
default value σ = 10. When added to pixel values, we will round the
noise and make sure the outcome falls within 0 to 255.
def add_gauss(mat ,sigma =10):

’’’ Generates Gaussian noise with mean 0 and SD sigma.

Adds indep. noise to pixel , keeping values in 0..255 ’’’

n,m=mat.dim()

new=Matrix(n,m)

for i in range (n):

for j in range (m):

noise=round(random.gauss(0,sigma))

if noise >0:

new[i,j]=min(mat[i,j]+noise ,255)

elif noise <0:

new[i,j]=max(mat[i,j]+noise ,0)

elif noise ==0:

new[i,j]=mat[i,j]

return new
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A Useful Utility: Joining Images, Side by Side

def join_h(mat1 ,mat2):

""" joins two matrices , side by side with some separation """

n1,m1=mat1.dim()

n2,m2=mat2.dim()

m=m1+m2+10

n=max(n1 ,n2)

new=Matrix(n,m,val =255) # fill new matrix with white pixels

for i in range(n1):

for j in range(m1):

new[i,j]=mat1[i,j]

for i in range(n2):

for j in range(m2):

new[i,j+m1+10]= mat2[i,j]

return new
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Adding Gaussian Noise to an Image: Examples
We add Gaussian noise at different levels, and show pairs of results.
>>> A=Matrix.load("abbey_road.bitmap")

>>> new10=add_gauss(A)

>>> new20=add_gauss(A,sigma =20)

>>> new50=add_gauss(A,sigma =50)

>>> N1=join_h(A,new10)

>>> N2=join_h(new10 ,new20)

>>> N3=join_h(new10 ,new50)

>>> N1.display ()

>>> N2.display ()

>>> N3.display ()
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Salt and Pepper Noise Model

A different type of noise is the so called salt and pepper noise –
extreme grey levels (white and black), or bursts, appearing at random
and independently in a small number of pixels.

An original image (of the world famous Lena) (center), and the results of adding

two different types of noise (Gaussian, left and salt and pepper, right). Images

taken from

https://ece.uwaterloo.ca/∼z70wang/research/quality index/demo lena.html.
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Salt and Pepper Noise: Python Code
Salt and pepper noise is not as fundamental in statistics as Gaussian
noise is, so we’ll write the code for it ourselves. The default
parameter p=0.01 is the probability of a pixel being “hit” by the SP
noise.

def add_SP(mat ,p=0.01):

’’’ Generates salt and pepper noise: Each pixel is "hit" indep.

with prob. p. If hit , it has fifty fifty chance of becoming

white or black. ’’’

n,m=mat.dim()

new=Matrix(n,m)

for i in range (n):

for j in range (m):

rand=random.randint (0 ,20000)

if rand <p*20000:

if rand % 2 ==1:

new[i,j]=0

elif rand % 2 ==0:

new[i,j]=255

else:

new[i,j]=mat[i,j]

return new
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Adding Salt and Pepper Noise to an Image: Examples
We add Salt and Pepper noise at different levels.
>>> A=Matrix.load("abbey_road.bitmap")

>>> SP1=add_SP(A)

>>> SP2=add_SP(A,p=0.02)

>>> SP5=add_SP(A,p=0.05)

>>> N1=join_h(A,SP1)

>>> N2=join_h(A,SP2)

>>> N5=join_h(SP1 ,SP5)

>>> N1.display ()

>>> N2.display ()

>>> N5.display ()
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Denoising Algorithms

We will discuss three approaches to denoising, and implement two of
them:

• Denoising by Local means.

• Denoising by Local Medians.

• Denoising by Non local means.

Of course, these three approaches are only the tip of the iceberg.
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Local Means

We define a neighborhood of the pixel whose coordinates are x, y as
the set of all pixels whose coordinates are close to x, y.
A neighborhood commonly considered is the (2k + 1)-by-(2k + 1)
square matrix of coordinates centered at x, y, where k is a small
integer – typically 1 or 2.

N3×3(x, y) =

 x− 1, y + 1 x, y + 1 x+ 1, y + 1
x− 1, y x, y x+ 1, y

x− 1, y − 1 x, y − 1 x+ 1, y − 1

 .
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Local Means: Auxiliary Code

from matrix import *

def items(mat):

lst =[]

n,m=mat.dim()

for i in range(n):

lst=lst+[mat[i,j] for j in range(m)]

return lst

def average(lst):

l=len(lst)

return round(sum(lst)/l)

items(mat) returns a list whose elements are the matrix’ elements.
Average is rounded to nearest integer.
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Local Means: Code

## Local methods

def local_means(A, k=1):

n,m = A.dim()

res = copy(A) # brand new copy of A

for i in range(k,n-k):

for j in range(k,m-k):

res[i,j] = average(items(A[i-k:i+k+1,j-k:j+k+1]))

return res

The code operates only on pixels in the center of a 2k+1-by-2k+1
window all of which fits within the matrix. Other, “boundary” pixels,
are left intact.
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Local Means: A Synthetic Example

>>> A=Matrix (4,4)

>>> for i in range (4):

for j in range (4):

A[i,j]=i+j**2

>>> for i in range (4):

print([A[i,j] for j in range (4)])

[0, 1, 4, 9]

[1, 2, 5, 10]

[2, 3, 6, 11]

[3, 4, 7, 12]

>>> B=local_means(A)

>>> for i in range (4):

print([B[i,j] for j in range (4)])

[0, 1, 4, 9]

[1, 3, 6, 10]

[2, 4, 7, 11]

[3, 4, 7, 12]

The example uses the default “frame radius” k=1 (9 pixels in frame).
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Local Means: A Second Synthetic Example

>>> A[2 ,2]=1000

>>> for i in range (4):

print([A[i,j] for j in range (4)])

[0, 1, 4, 9]

[1, 2, 5, 10]

[2, 3, 1000, 11]

[3, 4, 7, 12]

>>> B=local_means(A)

>>> for i in range (4):

print([B[i,j] for j in range (4)])

[0, 1, 4, 9]

[1, 113, 116, 10]

[2, 114, 117, 11]

[3, 4, 7, 12]

The example, too, uses the default “frame radius” k=1 (9 pixels in
frame).
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Denoising by Local Means

In denoising by local means, we replace the observed value at (x, y),
S(x, y), by the average (or mean) of the observed values in a
neighborhood of (x, y) (for example, the 3-by-3 neighborhood above,
N3×3(x, y)).

In writing the code, we should make sure we do not modify the
original matrix of observed values.
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Denoising by Local Means: Motivation

If the pixel x, y pixel resides in a smooth portion of the image, the
light intensity in its neighborhood is about the same, so averaging
will not change it significantly.

On the other hand, averaging (2k + 1)2 independent random
variables with standard deviation σ, the standard deviation of the
average decreases to σ/

√
(2k + 1)2 (= σ/3 for the N3×3(x, y)

neighborhood).

So in smooth areas, averaging preserves the signal component of the
pixel, yet substantially decreases the noise contribution.
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Local Means: Weighted Variants

Uniform averaging based on the whole neighborhood, as discussed
before, can be expressed as the matrix dot product S[x− 1, y + 1] S[x, y + 1] S[x+ 1, y + 1]

S[x− 1, y] S[x, y] S[x+ 1, y]
S[x− 1, y − 1] S[x, y − 1] S[x+ 1, y − 1]

 1/9 1/9 1/9
1/9 1/9 1/9
1/9 1/9 1/9


A common variant puts more weight close to the central pixel. For
example, in our case of the 3-by-3 neighborhood, replacing the 1/9
matrix by 1/12 1/12 1/12

1/12 1/3 1/12
1/12 1/12 1/12

.

We point out that while this maintains more of the original signal,
the noise reduction here is smaller.
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Denoising by Local Means: Limitations

• When the pixel x, y does not reside in a smooth portion of the
image, averaging does not preserve the signal component of the
image. The outcome is an image with blurred edges.

• An additional disadvantage of averaging is its sensitivity to
spurious extreme values (a general problem with average, not
just in the images context), like those originating by salt and
pepper noise.

• For example, suppose the original area of the image is fairly
light, say intensity level around 240. Yet in the N3×3(x, y)
neighborhood, one pixel, e.g. x− 1, y − 1, is observed as very
dark, e.g. intensity level around 20, due to noise.

• Indeed, Î(x− 1, y − 1) will be corrected to 216. But each of the
other 8 pixels containing x− 1, y − 1 in their neighborhood, will
also exhibit such “correction”, which is undesirable.
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Denoising by Local Medians

In denoising by local medians, we replace the observed value at (x, y),
S(x, y), by the median of the observed values in a neighborhood of
(x, y) (for example, the 3-by-3 neighborhood, N3×3(x, y), above).

• The median does preserve edges (a big plus).

• The median is not sensitive to spurious extreme values, so it
withstands salt and pepper noise easily.

• However, the median tends to eliminate small, fine features in
the image, such as thin contours.
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Local Medians: Code

def median(lst):

sort_lst=sorted(lst)

l=len(sort_lst)

if l%2==1: # odd number of elements. well defined median

return sort_lst[l//2]

else: # even number of elements. average of middle two

return (int(sort_lst [-1+l//2])+ int(sort_lst[l//2]))//2

def local_medians(A, k=1):

n,m = A.dim()

res = Matrix(n,m)

for i in range(n):

for j in range(m):

res[i,j]=A[i,j] # brand new copy of A

for i in range(k,n-k):

for j in range(k,m-k):

res[i,j] = median(items(A[i-k:i+k+1,j-k:j+k+1]))

return res

Comment: Median is computed by first sorting the values in the local
window, and taking, ahhm, their median.
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Local Medians: A Synthetic Example
>>> A=Matrix (4,4)

>>> for i in range (4):

for j in range (4):

A[i,j]=i+j**2

>>> for i in range (4):

print([A[i,j] for j in range (4)])

[0, 1, 4, 9]

[1, 2, 5, 10]

[2, 3, 6, 11]

[3, 4, 7, 12]

>>> B=local_means(A)

>>> for i in range (4):

print([B[i,j] for j in range (4)])

[0, 1, 4, 9]

[1, 3, 6, 10]

[2, 4, 7, 11]

[3, 4, 7, 12]
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Local Medians: A Second Synthetic Example
>>> A[2 ,2]=1000

>>> for i in range (4):

print([A[i,j] for j in range (4)])

[0, 1, 4, 9]

[1, 2, 5, 10]

[2, 3, 1000, 11]

[3, 4, 7, 12]

>>> B=local_means(A)

>>> for i in range (4):

print([B[i,j] for j in range (4)])

[0, 1, 4, 9]

[1, 113, 116, 10]

[2, 114, 117, 11]

[3, 4, 7, 12]

>>> C=local_medians(A)

>>> for i in range (4):

print([C[i,j] for j in range (4)])

[0, 1, 4, 9]

[1, 2, 5, 10]

[2, 3, 7, 11]

[3, 4, 7, 12]
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Time Complexity of Local Means and Local Medians

Suppose the image’ dimensions are n-by-m.

The number of windows that are wholly contained in the image is
(n− 2k)(m− 2k). Assuming k is significantly smaller than m,n, this
is O(n ·m). For every such window, we either compute the average
of the values in the window, or find their median.

The number of pixels in a window is (2k + 1)2 = 4k2 + 4k + 1
= O(k2). This is the time complexity to compute the average. For
median, we employed sorting, taking O(k2 log k2) = O(k2 log k)
steps. But faster median finding, running in time which is linear in
the number of items, is known (you saw it in the recitation, named
select(lst,k)). This will then be O(k2) steps too.

So we got O(k2) steps per window, for a total of O(n ·m) windows.
All by all, O(k2nm) steps (recall that the input size is nm !) for both
algorithms. (The hidden constant for the local means will be smaller
than the hidden constant for the local medians.)
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Putting Local Means to the Test: Noisy Lena

>>> LO=Matrix.load("lena_original.bitmap")

>>> LG=Matrix.load("lena_gaussian.bitmap")

>>> LSP=Matrix.load("lena_salt_pepper.bitmap")

We will explore different local denoising methods on-line, and display
results back to back with original or each other.

>>> A1=local_means(LG)

>>> A2=local_means(LSP)

>>> B1=local_medians(LG)

>>> B2=local_medians(LSP)

>>> A1.display ()

>>> B1.display ()

>>> B2.display ()

>>> A2.display ()

Any conclusions? Which method is better? Where is it better?

Time (and energy) permitting, we will also explore variants with
larger local windows (specifically, k=2).
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Towards Non-Local Means: Regularity in Natural Images
Most natural images have a high degree of redundancy. Specifically,
this means that for most small windows in the original image, the
window has many similar windows in the same image.

Window centered at p is
similar to those centered
at q1 and q2, but not
to the one centered at
q3. Image taken from the
NL means paper by A.
Buades, B. Coll, and J.
M. Morel.
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Denoising by Non-Local Means

The non-local (NL) means algorithm of (A. Buades, B. Coll, and J.
M. Morel, 2005) heavily employs the notion of non-local, similar
windows. Given a window centered at (x, y), we search for all
windows in the image that are similar to it.

In other words, we look for all (x′, y′) such that the “distance”
between the windows N(x, y) and N(x′, y′), is below some fixed
threshold h).

We compute the weighted average value of all center pixels (x′, y′)
(including (x, y) itself), with higher weights assigned to windows that
are more similar. The corrected value, Î(x, y), equals this average.

The method is called non-local since the windows that effect the
corrected value Î(x, y) are not necessarily in close proximity to (x, y).

Remark: This is a fairly simplified version of NL means. For reasons of efficiency,

one usually scans only a subset of all possible windows.
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